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Official confirmative analytical methods for the analysis of Aflatoxins in food and feed are 

based on extraction with methanol-based solvents, followed by off-line Immuno Affinity 

Cleanup (IAC) and fluorescence detection after KOBRA®-cell bromination [1,2,3]. Within 

these procedures, the off-line cleanup step is time consuming and susceptible to errors 

because of non-reproducible packing of the disposable IAC columns.  

In-line IAC would be an appropriate solution as it would enhance repeatability and 

reproducibility and it would reduce the time involved in the sample pre-treatment 

considerably, hence reducing the costs of the analysis. Recently such an IAC column has 

become available and was tested by Biselli et al [4] in several food commodities. However the 

examined matrices were not as complex as feed and spices and an additional investigation 

into the performance of the in-line IAC column was performed. Furthermore the 

chromatography was adjusted to achieve baseline separation of the aflatoxins B1, B2, G1, and 

G2. Validation performance characteristics as repeatability, reproducibility, trueness, and 

ruggedness will be reported and representative examples of feed and herbs analysis will be 

shown.  
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